Privacy Notice

Privacy Notice: In compliance with the General Law of Protection of Personal Data in Possession of the Obliged Subjects for the State of Quintana Roo, the Administration Service Tax Office of the State of Quintana Roo, a decentralized body of the Ministry of Finance and Planning, in its capacity as Obliged Subject, informs that the Personal Data we collect from You, we will use them mainly to generate your payment on the website https://www.visitax.gob.mx/sitio/, as well as for the preparation of reports, statistics, and in its If necessary, establish communication to comply with their requests in a timely manner; to clear doubts about your data, whether due to an error or inaccuracy; assuming the obligation to comply with the sufficient legal and security measures to protect the Personal Data that have been collected which will be protected in accordance with the provisions of the aforementioned Law and other applicable regulations.

For the Exercise of ARCO rights, you may go to the Transparency Unit of this decentralized body, located on Avenida 5 de Mayo number 75 corner of Ignacio Zaragoza, central neighborhood of this city of Chetumal, Quintana Roo, or, through the Information Request System Platform of the State of Quintana Roo (https://www.plataformadetransparencia.org.mx/).

For more information on the use of your personal data, You can consult our Comprehensive Privacy Notice, available on our internet portal: http://www.satq.qroo.gob.mx/transparencia/avisos.php in the section "Privacy Notices", site in which it is located for your reference.